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47 Meters Down       
Cast: Vanessa Kirby 

Genre: Thriller 

Director:  Johannes Roberts 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Twenty-something sisters Kate and Lisa are gorgeous, fun loving and ready for the holiday of a lifetime in Mexico. 

When the opportunity to go cage diving to view Great White sharks presents itself, thrill-seeking Kate jumps at the chance while Lisa 

takes some convincing. After some not so gentle persuading, Lisa finally agrees and the girls soon find themselves two hours off the 

coast of Huatulco and about to come face to face with nature's fiercest predator. But what should have been the trip to end all trips 

soon becomes a living nightmare when the shark cage breaks free from their boat, sinks and they find themselves trapped at the 

bottom of the ocean. With less than an hour of oxygen left in their tanks, they must somehow work out how to get back to the boat 

above them through 47 meters of shark-infested waters. 
 

Big Game       
Cast: Samuel L. Jackson, Onni Tommila, Jim Broadbent, Ray 

Stevenson, Mehmet Kurtulus, Felicity Huffman, Victor Garber, 

Ted Levine 

Genre: Action/Adventure 

Director:  Jalmari Helander 

Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Oskari, a timid 13-year-old, anxiously awaits his fate. Tradition dictates that like his forefathers before him, the 

boy's time has come to spend one day and one night alone in the wilderness. Armed with only a bow and arrow, he must return with a 

prize to prove himself to be a man. Terrified and alone, he wanders through a vast and unforgiving forest when suddenly he hears a 

deafening rumbling sound. Racing to investigate, Oskari discovers an escape pod. Not just any escape pod - this pod belongs to Air 

Force One and the battered and bruised man lying before him is the President of the United States! In the skies above, terrorists are 

hurtling their way to the crash site hell-bent on kidnapping the President. Now the fate of the most powerful man in the world lies in 

the hands of a 13-year-old-boy. Plunged into a deadly game of cat and mouse with only hours to spare, Oskari and the President must 

team up to survive the most extraordinary night of their lives. 
 

Bill       
Cast: Jim Howick, Martha Howe-Douglas, Mathew Baynton, Simon 

Farnaby 

Genre: Family 

Director:  Richard Bracewell 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 7917 843 547 

sarahl@independentfilmcompany.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: From the BAFTA award winning team behind HORRIBLE HISTORIES....BILL tells the story of how hopeless lute player 

Bill Shakespeare leaves his family and home to follow his dream. It's a tale of murderous kings, spies, lost loves, and a plot to blow up 

Queen Elizabeth. 
 

Bolshoi Babylon       
Cast: Anastasia Meskova, Ludmilla Semenyaka, Joy Womacks, 

Sergei Filin, Nikolai Tsiskaridze, Boris Akimov 

Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Nick Read 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: The Bolshoi. Symbol of Russia, a national treasure - mystical and intriguing. Recently, however, the theatre has been 

in the headlines for all the wrong reasons: intrigue, personal attacks and management changes have created lurid headlines. Now, for 

the first time, the theatre directors are allowing a film crew access backstage. They see the coming months as a new chapter, and are 

ready to allow the 2013 -14 season to be recorded as a unique cinematic experience. From the two-time Academy Award-winning 

Producer of MAN ON WIRE and SEARCHING FOR SUGARMAN, BOLSHOI BABYLON will give a voice to artistes and company members 

who are not usually in the limelight in irreverent and candid terms. Combining epic themes with intimate portraits, historical dramas 

will be counterpointed with the untold personal stories of agony and ecstasy that lie behind every acclaimed performance. With 

unparalleled behind the scenes access, the film will pay tribute to the dancers' extraordinary artistic and athletic talents, their abiding 

fear of injury and the ruthless ambition needed to survive in the world's most famous ballet company. 
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The Call Up       
Genre: Science-fiction 

Director:  Charles Barker 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: When a group of elite online gamers each receive a mysterious invitation to trial a state-of-the-art virtual reality 

video game, it's a dream come true and impossible to resist. Arriving at the test site, the group step into hi-tech gear and prepare for a 

revolutionary, next-level gaming experience that brings modern warfare to life with frightening realism. At first it's a unique and 

exhilarating experience. But what starts out like a dream encounter with cutting edge technology quickly takes a turn for the sinister. 

Once the group are attacked by enemy combatants, they soon realise this is no game after all. Make a mistake here and you pay with 

your life. Now these masters of the shoot 'em up will have to fight for survival within a game gone bad, but this time it's for real. 
 

Catch Me Daddy       
Cast: Conor McCarron, Sameena Ahmed, Gary Lewis, Wasim Zakir 

Genre: Thriller 

Director:  Daniel Wolfe 

Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: A girl in her late teens has run away from her family with her drifter boyfriend. Holed up together in a Yorkshire 

town on the edge of the moors, they live a hand-to-mouth existence. Aaron's AWOL from the army, while Laila knows her family won't 

let her run without a fight. Two carloads of bounty hunters roll into town asking questions and flashing a photo of Laila. Hardmen hired 

by the girl's father with her brother in tow. They find her. There's a confrontation. Her brother is killed. The stakes have gone up. 

They've got to get out of town. They head onto the moors, pursued by men who will stop at nothing to bring Laila back to Daddy. 

Propelled to a violent conclusion, father and daughter come face to face in a terrible confrontation. 
 

Cryptic       
Cast: Dan Feuerriegel, Ed Stoppard, Robert Glenister, Vas 

Blackwood, 

Genre: Comedy 

Director:  Bart Ruspoli, Freddie Hutton-Mills 

Status:  Completed 

TCarnaby Int'l 
Sean O'Kelly 

sean@carnabyinternational.com 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185 

Synopsis: One night. One crypt... Eight notorious members of London's crime world are sent to guard a coffin in a graveyard 

crypt. Nobody knows why and nobody even knows what's inside the coffin. Once locked inside the crypt, it's not long before old 

grudges and rivalries flare up, making it impossible for the group to stick to their orders. The stakes are raised when it is discovered 

that a new vigilante in town is a vampire and could be amongst the group. One by one members of the group are mysteriously killed 

off. With no way out, a cat and mouse game of 'who done it' begins. But vampires don't really exist...do they? 
 

Don't Knock Twice       
Genre: Horror 

Director:  Caradog James 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege 

kevin.adege@contentmediacorp.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 
Synopsis: Candyman' meets 'The Ring' in DON'T KNOCK TWICE, a psychologically terrifying, twisted urban legend that will 

have you clinging to the edge of your seat for dear life. 
 

Eden Lodge       
Cast: Aggy Kuk, Ben Gardner Gray, Cyd Casados, Elle Dickens, Garry 

Mannion, James Killeen, 

Genre: Horror 

Director:  Andreas Prodromou 

Status:  Completed 

TCarnaby Int'l 
Sean O'Kelly 

sean@carnabyinternational.com 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185 

Synopsis: A married couple along with their new born baby visit the English countryside in an attempt to repair their fractured 

marriage. They become stranded when their car breaks down and are forced to spend the night at a remote bed and breakfast known 

as Eden Lodge. At first the place looks and feels like paradise, but their peaceful weekend quickly turns to terror when they realize a 

serial killer is among them. 
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The Face Of An Angel       
Cast: Daniel Bruhl, Kate Beckinsale, Cara Delevingne, Valerio 

Mastandrea 

Genre: Thriller 

Director:  Michael Winterbottom 

Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Mercy Liao +44 7581 292 961 

mercy@westendfilms.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8308 

Synopsis: Based on Barbie Latza Nadeau's book, the film follows the story of a troubled filmmaker trying to uncover the truth 

behind a sensational murder in Italy. Swept up in the media feeding frenzy around the enigmatic lead suspect, he sees that the victim 

has been forgotten, and realises that his own salvation lies in returning to the daughter he has left behind. 
 

The Falling       
Genre: Drama 

Director:  Carol Morley 

Status:  Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 7917 843 547 

sarahl@independentfilmcompany.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Synopsis: Inspired by a true story about an outbreak of mass hysteria in a girls' high school in England in the 1960’s, THE 

FALLING tells the story of Louise, the troubled girl at the centre of a mysterious fainting epidemic, who is determined to find out the 

cause of the illness spreading through her school. 
 

Get Santa       
Cast: Jim Broadbent, Rafe Spall, Stephen Graham, Ewen Bremner, 

Jodie Whittaker, Warwick Davis 

Genre: Family 

Director:  Christopher Smith 

Status:  Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Steve Anderson hasn't always been the perfect father. It's tough to be when you're in prison for driving the getaway 

car in an attempted jewel theft. But Steve has served his time and getting out just before Christmas provides him with the perfect 

occasion to reconnect with his son, Tom. It's been three years, it won't be easy, but he is willing to do whatever it takes to win Tom 

over. One evening Steve gets a call from Tom; an old man claiming to be Santa is in his garage. He's crashed hi sleigh, lost his reindeer 

and needs their help to get home. And just when Steve thinks it can't get any worse, "Santa" gets arrested for a failed attempt at 

rescuing his reindeer. Not quite believing, but wanting to do the best for Tom, Steve reluctantly agrees to help. Together they must find 

Rudolph, befriend some elves, break Santa out of prison, all this while outrunning Steve's tyrannical parole officer. Will they be able to 

save Christmas in time? 
 

Green Street: Hooligans Underground       
Cast: Scott Adkins, Jack Doolan, Kacey Barnfield 

Genre: Martial arts 

Director:  James Nunn 

Status:  Completed 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +44 7804 632 

427 

fumie@scfilmsinternational.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 
Synopsis: Danny Harvey (Scott Adkins), has spent all of his life fighting - in the playground, on the football pitch and then for 

the Green Street Elite. Danny turned his back on football violence and moved away from London. When Joey (Danny's younger brother) 

is killed in an organised fight, Danny is forced to return for Joey's funeral. Here, Danny meets up with his childhood best mate, Victor 

Davis, who's the detective assigned to investigate Joey's murder. Victor knows the only way of finding out who killed Joey is to send 

someone in undercover and he knows Danny is the only man for the job. Danny has to return to his old manor and get back into the 

firm... One things guaranteed: Violence with a capital 'V.' Hooliganism has moved on. The fighting is much more organised and 

sophisticated. His MMA skills are going to come in more handy than ever thought possible. This operation is 100% deniable - if Danny 

gets caught they are both royally screwed. Danny is back and won't rest until he gets revenge and finally faces up to the demons that 

have haunted him for the last fourteen years. 
 

Hangar 10       
Cast: Robert Curtis, Abbie Salt Danny Shayler 

Genre: Science-fiction 

Director:  Daniel Simpson 

Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: From the producers of Creep, Severance and Triangle, HANGAR 10 is a found-footage alien encounter movie set 

near Rendlesham air base, the site of one of the most infamous incidents of extra-terrestrial contact involving US military personnel in 

the 1980s. Keen treasure hunters Gus and Sally invite their friend Jake to film them illegally 'nighthawking' on private land, in search of 

a hoard of Saxon gold. When their search inadvertently leads them onto land owned by the Ministry of Defence, the group encounters 

what they can only explain as intense extra-terrestrial activity; blinding flashes of light, alien craft moving in formation, objects flying at 

phenomenal speed. Frightened and lost, the group stumbles upon Hangar 10, an abandoned secret military facility. Here they uncover 

the truth behind the events of 30 years ago as they become accidental participants in a terrifying new alien incursion. 
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Hector (Working Title)       
Cast: Peter Mullan, Gina McKee, Stephen Tompkinson 

Genre: First film 

Director:  Jave Gavin 

Status:  Production 

TUrban Distribution Int'l 
Delphyne Besse +33 6 72 72 91 93 

delphyne@urbandistrib.com 

Market Office: 1C-D13 

Home Office tel: '+33 1 48 70 73 76 

Synopsis: The heartwarming story of a man who, after many years of aimless wandering, attempts to reconnect with his long 

estranged past. 
 

The Hooligan Factory       
Cast: Nick Nevern, Jason Maza, Tom Burke, Steven O'Donnell, Josef 

Altin 

Genre: Comedy 

Director:  Nick Nevern 

Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: Danny wants something more. Expelled from school and living in his grandfather's flat, he longs to live up to the 

image of his estranged father Danny Senior. Sent to prison for force feeding a judge his own 'syrup' Danny Senior was a legend and 

Danny is looking for a way to emulate his father's achievements and rise to be top boy. Meanwhile, in Shower Shank prison, legendary 

football hooligan Dex is about to be released. Dex is on a quest of his own, one of vengeance against his nemesis and rival firm leader 

The Baron. But when Danny and Dex's paths cross, they embark on a journey as old as hooliganism itself. Dex, Danny and The Hooligan 

Factory travel the length of the country on a mission to re-establish their firm's glory days. However, the police are closing in and we 

get a sense that the Hooligan Factory's best days may be behind them, but with Danny on their side, and Dex finding his old form, who 

knows where this may lead. After all, it's a funny old game. 
 

Hyena       
Genre: Crime 

Director:  Gerard Johnson 

Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 7917 843 547 

sarahl@independentfilmcompany.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 
Synopsis: Michael Doyle is an anti-hero for our times: a natural predator and a complex mix of high-functioning addict and 

corrupt police officer, always one step ahead of the law. But the times are changing. An influx of ruthless, power-hungry Albanian 

gangsters makes its bloody mark on London's criminal landscape. Confronted with the sheer brutality of his criminal adversaries, 

Michael's once assured grip starts to fail and his self-destructive behaviour begins to consume him. The stakes are literally becoming a 

matter of life and death. 
 

I Am Soldier       
Cast: Alex Reid, Dave Goodman, George Russo, Ian Pirie, Jordan 

Long, Josh Myers, Noel Clarke, Tom Hughes 

Genre: Action/Adventure 

Director:  Ronnie Thompson 

Status:  Completed 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +44 7804 632 

427 

fumie@scfilmsinternational.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 

Synopsis: I AM SOLDIER is an action thriller which follows MICKEY TOMLINSON as he undertakes the toughest and most 

dangerous military training course known to man: SAS selection. The Special Air Service (SAS) is the United Kingdom's most renowned 

special forces Regiment. They're tasked with covert and overt missions in some of the most dangerous places on the planet. Mickey 

joined the army as a teenager with the one sole objective: joining the SAS. However, a parachuting accident not only took Mickey down 

a different military career path to what he intended, it also left him with an inner conflict which has haunted him ever since. The only 

way he can deal with this is if he faces his fear by fulfilling his lifelong ambition by attempting SAS selection: 'It is better to have tried 

and failed than to have failed to try.' We are with Mickey as he goes through every grueling stage of this selection which not only 

smashes him physically, but also takes him beyond breaking point, both mentally and emotionally. From torturous tabs over the 

steepest mountains, to running for his life on Escape & Evasion, Mickey still has to endure the most horrific interrogation imaginable. 

And if this isn't enough, the test parachute jump has to be passed without question. So Mickey will need to survive all of this and 

eclipse his crisis of confidence. Less than 10 percent of soldiers pass and it doesn't end there. There is only one way you can prove 

yourself and that is in combat. When the Counter Terrorism Squadron in the SAS are given authority to take charge of a deadly 

situation, we will see Mickey advance into conflict and see if he really does have what it takes to be a special forces operative. Many try 

to get into the SAS. Only the elite make it... 
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InRealLife       
Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Beeban Kidron 

Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903 

global@dogwoof.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7831 7252 
Synopsis: InRealLife asks what exactly is the internet and what is it doing to our children? Taking us on a journey from the 

bedrooms of British teenagers to the world of Silicon Valley, filmmaker Beeban Kidron suggests that rather than the promise of free 

and open connectivity, young people are increasingly ensnared in a commercial world. Beguiling and glittering on the outside, it can be 

alienating and addictive. Quietly building its case, InRealLife asks if we can afford to stand by while our children, trapped in their 24/7 

connectivity, are being outsourced to the net? 
 

Inside Out: The People's Art Project       
Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Alastair Siddons 

Status:  Completed 

TWestEnd Films 
Mercy Liao +44 7581 292 961 

mercy@westendfilms.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8308 
Synopsis: This fascinating documentary tracks the evolution of the biggest participatory art project in the world, the wildly 

popular 'INSIDE OUT'. Travel the globe with French artist JR as he motivates entire communities to define their most important causes 

with incredibly passionate displays of giant black and white portraits pasted in the street. We witness young and old taking ownership 

of walls that were previously restricted and in doing so testing the limits of what they thought was possible. In capturing the process, 

Alastair Siddons creates a glowing testament to the power of image and the role that art can play in transforming communities. 
 

The Invisible Woman       
Cast: Ralph Fiennes, Kristin Scott Thomas, Felicity Jones, Tom 

Hollander 

Genre: Drama 

Director:  Ralph Fiennes 

Status:  Completed 

TWestEnd Films 
Mercy Liao +44 7581 292 961 

mercy@westendfilms.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8308 

Synopsis: A woman's past is held inside her, locked away - a painful secret. A past life, a past love is kept hidden. This is the 

dilemma of Nelly Ternan, the heroine of THE INVISIBLE WOMAN. Nelly, a happily married mother and school teacher, is haunted by her 

past. Her memories, provoked by remorse and guilt, take us back in time to follow the story of her relationship with Charles Dickens, 

with whom she discovered an exciting but fragile complicity. Dickens - famous, controlling and emotionally isolated within his success - 

falls for Nelly, one of three sisters - all actresses. The theatre is a vital arena for Dickens - a brilliant amateur actor - a man more 

emotionally coherent in his work, or on stage, than in life. The nature of performance and the life of the theatre are an important part 

of this film, particularly in regards to the perception of women in theatre and the ambivalence of their position. Nelly, in some ways a 

muse for Dickens, becomes the focus of his passion. For both of them, secrecy is the price, and for Nelly a life of "invisibility". 
 

Ironclad: Battle For Blood       
Cast: Tom Austen, Michelle Fairley, Pregrag Bjelac, Roxanne McKee, 

Andy Beckwith, 

Genre: Action/Adventure 

Director:  Jonathan English 

Status:  Completed 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege 

kevin.adege@contentmediacorp.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 

Synopsis: Brace yourselves for another brutal battle, as one of the few survivors of the Great Siege of Rochester Castle fights 

to protect his family's estate from fierce Celtic raiders. With a new battleground and a new enemy, IRONCLAD: BATTLE FOR BLOOD 

promises to deliver the same ferocious, adrenaline-filled action and gory kills that defined IRONCLAD. It's 1216, just one year after the 

battle at Rochester Castle, and a new enemy threatens English life that's far more terrifying than King John - bands of Celtic raiders, 

stealing livestock and killing anyone who gets in their way. After the death of his father at the hands of these raiders, Hubert is 

determined to defeat them, once and for all. He seeks out his cousin Guy, one of the heroes of Rochester castle, for help. Guy is no 

longer the naïve idealist he once was, but a hardened sword-for-hire... Hubert finds him in a whorehouse, drunk and disillusioned, and 

only willing to raise his sword for money. They return to the castle, but before Hubert, Guy, and the rest of their band finish building up 

the castle defenses, the raiders strike. Bloody battles and violent deaths follow, including that of the enemy leader's son. Arriving to 

find his eldest son dead, the Celtic chieftain vows he will not return home until every living thing within the castle walls is slaughtered - 

and that's just the cue for more Ironclad gut-splitting action. The chieftain's resolve only intensifies the fight, because now the Celts 

aren't just fighting for livestock, they're fighting for revenge. IRONCLAD: BATTLE FOR BLOOD will take you on a hellacious ride featuring 

crashing swords, gruesome hand to hand combat, and plenty more of the ultra-violent medieval action that has distinguished this epic 

series. 
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Jimi: All Is By My Side       
Cast: Andre Benjamin, Imogen Poots, Hayley Atwell, Ruth Negga, 

Adrian Lester, 

Genre: Epic 

Director:  John Ridley 

Status:  Completed 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege 

kevin.adege@contentmediacorp.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 

Synopsis: In 1966, an unknown back-up guitarist called Jimmy James left New York City for London, England. Twelve months 

later, he returned - as Jimi. 
 

Kill Your Friends       
Genre: Black comedy 

Director:  Owen Harris 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: When the road to success is littered with losers and even your closest colleagues are desperate for you to fail, what 

would you do to make it to the top? London, 1997; the British music industry is on a winning streak. Britpop bands Blur, Oasis, The 

Verve rule the airwaves and Cool Britannia is in full swing. 27-year-old A&R man Steven Stelfox is slashing and burning his way through 

the music business, a world where 'no one knows anything' and where careers are made and broken by chance and the fickle tastes of 

the general public. Fuelled by greed, ambition and inhuman quantities of drugs, Stelfox lives the dream, as he searches for his next hit 

record. But as the hits dry up and the industry begins to change, Stelfox takes the concept of "killer tunes" to a murderous new level in 

a desperate attempt to salvage his career. 
 

The Last Showing       
Cast: Robert Englund, Emily Berrington, Finn Jones 

Genre: Thriller 

Director:  Phil Hawkins 

Status:  Completed 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +44 7804 632 

427 

fumie@scfilmsinternational.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 
Synopsis: Psychological thriller - A young couple are trapped in a cinema and become unwillingly cast in their own CCTV 

horror film. Starring Robert Englund ('Freddy' in A Nightmare on Elm Street), Emily Berrington (BBC's White Queen), Finn Jones (Game 

of Thrones). Directed by award-winning commercials director Phil Hawkins. 
 

The Loch       
Cast: Peter Mullan 

Genre: Horror 

Director:  Simon Duric 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: On the face of it Michael McKidd seems to have the perfect life; a beautiful wife, two wonderful children, a 

successful business - all the trappings of success. Every year, Michael and his business partner, Andy French, and their families go away 

together on holiday: lazy Summer days spent relaxing on a shared boat out on the beautiful Lochs of Scotland. But this year, the happy 

facade will crumble. His once successful business is on the brink of collapse and unbeknownst to Michael, his wife is having an affair 

with Andy. Bonding and friendship is replaced by angst and friction as rising tensions begin to surface. Events on the boat eventually 

come to a head and Michael, rocked by this bombshell, finally cracks: the cheating, the lies, his failing business and money problems all 

become too much. But the arguments are interrupted by something rising from the depths: something relentless, intent on stalking 

and terrorising everyone on board. As their lives are ripped apart by dark forces beyond their control, a bloody struggle for survival 

ensues and Michael must fight to save his family from what lies beneath. 
 

Metro Manila       
Cast: Jake Macapagal, John Arcilla, Althea Vega 

Genre: Thriller 

Director:  Sean Ellis 

Status:  Completed 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 7917 843 547 

sarahl@independentfilmcompany.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: Seeking a better life, Oscar Ramirez and his family decide to move from the poverty stricken rice fields of the 

Northern Philippine mountain ranges and journey towards the capital mega city of Metro Manila. Upon arriving in the big city, it isn't 

long before they fall foul to various city inhabitants whose manipulative ways are a daily part of city survival. Oscar lands a job as a 

driver for an armoured truck company and is befriended by Ong, his senior officer. It soon becomes apparent that Ong has been 

waiting for the arrival of someone just like Oscar for some time. A few simple acts of kindness from Ong place Oscar in his debt; a debt 

that leads to blackmail as Ong forces Oscar to help him in a robbery of the company they both work for. 
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Next Goal Wins       
Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Mike Brett, Steve Jamison 

Status:  Post-Production 

TK5 Int'l 
Carl Clifton 

carl@k5mediagroup.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3286 5575 
Synopsis: American Samoa's football team is an international laughing stock. Losers who haven't won a single game for 10 

years. Fiery maverick Thomas Rongen flies in from the US to coach them for their World Cup 2014 qualifying matches. What he finds is 

a shambles. But he also finds a fighting spirit and pride that gives him, and his new team, fresh hope.... 
 

Outpost 37       
Cast: Rick Ravanello, Joe Reegan Reilly McClendon, Matthew 

Holmes, Stevel Marc, Tapiwa Musvosvi 

Genre: Science-fiction 

Director:  Jabbar Raisani 

Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: 2031: the world's cities lie in ruins. Alien invaders known as 'Heavies' have mounted a devastating attack. Mankind 

barely prevailed but enemy survivors remain hidden amongst us as a new war on terror rages. In the aftermath of the first contact war, 

a series of remote operating bases are created to defend the planet. Three Seven is the deadliest, positioned in the most hostile place 

on Earth. Make no mistake; it is hell. A documentary film crew is sent to record daily life in Outpost 37, where the men, led by 

hardened commander Captain Spears, are under constant enemy fire. When a member of the crew disappears during a Heavy ambush, 

the unit launches a raid deep into enemy territory to rescue him. During the mission, they make a terrifying discovery; the first invasion 

was only the beginning... 
 

The Patrol       
Cast: Alex McNally, Ben Righton, Daniel Fraser, Nicholas Beveney, 

Oliver Mott, Owain Arthur, 

Genre: Action/Adventure 

Director:  Tom Petch 

Status:  Post-Production 

TEpic Pictures Group 
Giulia Prenna 

giulia@epic-pictures.com 

Market Office: C-B20 

Home Office tel: +1 323 2074170 

Synopsis: Under attack from a well equipped and relentless enemy, a special forces patrol must use its wits and cunning to 

survive. Faced with low ammunition, critical injuries, and rising tensions under the command of a Captain who can't control his own 

unit, it becomes a race against time for the soldiers as they fight their way across a brutal and unforgiving desert. 
 

Plastic       
Cast: Ed Speleers, Will Poulter, Alfie Allen, Emma Rigby, Thomas 

Kretschmann, 

Genre: Action/Adventure 

Director:  Julian Gilbey 

Status:  Completed 

TCinema Management Group 
Dene Anderberg +1 541 890 4701 

cmg@cinemamanagementgroup.com 

Market Office: 1C-A19 

Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959 

Synopsis: High octane from start to finish, PLASTIC is based on the incredible true story of a heist of one of Beverly Hills' top 

jewelry merchants. Brilliant college student Sam has the perfect credit card scam...until his crew robs the wrong man. Now they have 

two weeks to repay ruthless gangster Marcel US$2 million or they will be dead. Sam and his team devise a scheme to clear their debt 

by heading to Miami to poach enough cash and merchandise. But they come up short. So Sam and his gang set their sights on a daring 

jewelry heist that could make them hugely wealthy for life. Their plan turns sour, however, when the team members start turning on 

each other. Now it's up to Sam to finish the brazen heist and turn the tables on Marcel before they all go down. 
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Pudsey: The Movie       
Cast: David Walliams, Jessica Hynes, Simon Cowell, John Sessions, 

Izzy Meikle-Small, Wendy Nottingham, 

Genre: Action/Adventure 

Director:  Nick Moore 

Status:  Post-Production 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege 

kevin.adege@contentmediacorp.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 

Synopsis: Pudsey is a city dog and nobody's pet - and he couldn't be happier. London provides all the excitement, intrigue and 

sausages that any dog could ever dream of. Then one day, he happens upon Molly, Tommy, and George; siblings who are always the 

subject of ridicule by the bullies at their school. When George is on the receiving end of the wedgie of the century, Pudsey goes against 

his instincts and rushes over, knocking the bully down and saving the day. The kids instantly adore him, so Pudsey follows them home 

to score some sausages. But he gets more than he bargained for when he inadvertently hitches a ride with the family to their new 

home in the countryside! Now miles away from home and with no way back to the city, Pudsey starts to learn about the joys of country 

life, and how to be part of a loving family. He gets off to a rough start when the new landlord Mr. Thorne (who owns every property in 

the village and hates all dogs), refuses to let Pudsey in the house. But Pudsey's not fussed - he's perfectly happy to sleep in the barn 

with some rather eccentric animals, including Edward, a remarkably wise old horse, and Ken aka 'The Full English Breakfast', a pig who 

thinks he's a chicken! All seems to be going very well indeed until Pudsey discovers that the dastardly Thorne has a covert plan to 

demolish the farm their cottage is on and build a giant shopping mall! When Pudsey learns of this fiendish plot, he flips out and chases 

Thorne's cat, Faustus, through Thorne's house, completely destroying everything in his path. In all the commotion, Thorne captures 

Pudsey and banishes him to the dog pound. Now, Pudsey, the former lone wolf, has to team up with all the dogs in the pound so he can 

escape, warn his family of the danger, and save the village from certain destruction. And how will Pudsey distract the guard? Through 

dancing, of course! Set for a UK wide theatrical release through Vertigo Films, PUDSEY: THE MOVIE is 'Babe' meets 'Marley and Me' - a 

cheeky and downright hilarious animal adventure for the whole family! Oh and by the way... there are songs too! 
 

Pulp       
Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Florian Habicht 

Status:  Post-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: PULP find fame on the world stage in the 1990's with anthems including 'Common People' and 'Disco 2000'. 25 

years (and 10 million album sales) later, they return to Sheffield for their last UK concert. Giving a career best performance exclusive to 

the film, the band share their thoughts on fame, love, mortality - & car maintenance. Director Florian Habicht (Love Story) weaves 

together the band's personal offerings with dream-like specially-staged tableaux featuring ordinary people recruited on the streets of 

Sheffield. PULP is a music-film like no other - by turns funny, moving, life-affirming & (occasionally) bewildering. 
 

Redirected       
Cast: Gil Darnell, Oliver Jackson, Scot Williams, Vinnie Jones, 

Genre: Action/Adventure 

Director:  Emilis Velyvis 

Status:  Completed 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege 

kevin.adege@contentmediacorp.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 

Synopsis: Lock Stock And Two Smoking Barrels' meets 'The Hangover' in the outrageous action comedy REDIRECTED, starring 

Hollywood hard man Vinnie Jones. Four friends turned first-time robbers thought they'd planned the perfect crime: steal £1 million 

from an illegal casino, catch a plane to Malaysia, and get lost in emerald jungles, golden beaches, and cheap alcohol. And it worked. 

Almost. They left the casino with the cash and boarded that plane, but before they got to Malaysia, a volcanic eruption in Iceland 

redirected their flight to a Post-Soviet Eastern European country they'd never head of, with a name they couldn't pronounce. Now, if 

they're ever going to find paradise, they're going to have to fight their way out, past the never ending stream of gangsters, dodgy locals 

and dirty cops - as well as the London mobsters they ripped off in the first place, who are now hot on their heels and in no mood for 

negotiation! With twists at every turn, and plenty of violence throughout, REDIRECTED is a hilarious, cross-cultural action comedy that 

will have you howling with laughter from the opening frame. "Lithu-f***ing-WHAT?!"  
 

Road       
Cast: Liam Neeson, 

Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Diarmund Lavery, Michael Hewitt 

Status:  Completed 

TThe Works Int'l 
Edrianne Wenger 

edrianne.wenger@theworksfilmgroup.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7612 1080 

Synopsis: ROAD is the heart-breaking and adrenaline-fuelled tale of a family obsessed with road motorcycle racing -- the mist 

dangerous of all motor sports. For two generations the Dunlop men have dominated the international road racing scene. This 

documentary takes the viewer on a blistering emotional ride with its heroes Joey, Robert, William, and Michael, experiencing with 

them the victories, bumps and crashes on and off the road. Two generations of one family who have been united by success. And 

united by tragedy. 
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The Sea       
Cast: Ciaran Hinds, Charlotte Rampling, Rufus Sewell, Sinead 

Cusack, Natascha McElhone 

Genre: Drama 

Director:  Stephen Brown 

Status:  Completed 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 7917 843 547 

sarahl@independentfilmcompany.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: After the death of his wife, Max Morden retreats to a house by the Irish sea where he spent his childhood summers. 

Re-acquainting himself with places past brings back powerful memories from one fateful summer many years ago. Only an unforeseen 

revelation will provide a path to closure and redemption. 
 

The Silent Storm       
Cast: Andrea Riseborough, Damian Lewis 

Genre: Drama 

Director:  Corinna Villari-McFarlane 

Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Mercy Liao +44 7581 292 961 

mercy@westendfilms.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8308 

Synopsis: On a wild and remote Scottish island, the respected local minister, Balor, fights to keep his disappearing community 

together. His beautiful, enigmatic wife Aislin is more in tune with nature than she is with her husband or the villagers. It's clear she 

doesn't belong here and is treated as a total outsider. A storm is raging inside their marriage. They inhabit a strange, troubled 

relationship, which is reaching breaking point. A violent fight erupts between them. Suddenly amidst the chaos and confusion there is a 

knock at the door: a rugged 17-year-old delinquent has been sent to live with them - his last chance at rehabilitation. Aislin is drawn to 

this kindred spirit, another outcast. Together they drink in all the sensual beauty the island has to offer and their relationship delicately 

blossoms. His youthful nature ignites a passion within her, which offers her a way out of a life bound by convention and into the world 

beyond. 
 

Spooks: The Greater Good       
Cast: Kit Harington, Jennifer Ehle, Peter Firth, 

Genre: Thriller 

Director:  Bharat Nalluri 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: When charismatic terrorist Adam Qasim escapes from MI5 custody during a routine handover, the legendary Harry 

Pearce, Head of Counter-terrorism, is blamed. Disgraced and forced to resign, no one's surprised when Harry disappears one night off a 

bridge into the Thames... Will Crombie could have been a great spy, but Harry abruptly ended his young promising career three years 

ago for reasons that remain unclear. Now without purpose, Will's life is spiralling out of control, so why did Harry try to contact him 

minutes before his suicide? With MI5 on its knees in the wake of the Qasim debacle and facing controversial reform, Will is brought 

back to uncover the truth they feared - Harry's still alive. He's gone rogue, and needs Will's help. He believes Qasim's escape was an 

inside job, an attempt to destroy the service from within, ordered by someone at the very top - a web of deceit that reaches from the 

rooftops of Vietnam to the shores of the Mediterranean. As Qasim prepares his devastating attack on the heart of MI5 in London, Will 

must decide whether to turn Harry in - or risk everything by trusting the damaged, dangerous master spy who has already betrayed 

him once before... 
 

Starred Up       
Cast: Jack OConnell, Ben Mendelsohn, Rupert Friend, Peter 

Ferdinando 

Genre: Drama 

Director:  David Mackenzie 

Status:  Completed 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 7917 843 547 

sarahl@independentfilmcompany.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: When troubled teenager Eric is transferred to an adult prison, the new environment serves only to amplify his ultra-

violent behavior. He soon comes to the attention of the prison kingpin, who assigns his lieutenant Nev to keep the boy under control. 

The problem however is that Nev is Eric's father. They have not seen each other for twelve years and an uncomfortable stand-off 

begins as father and son battle to gain some kind of understanding after a decade of mistrust and separation. When the prison's 

psychologist Oliver takes an interest in the boy, Eric begins a journey of transformation. But with lethal aggression only ever a 

heartbeat away, Eric's life and chance for redemption are under constant threat. 
 

Steve McQueen: The Man & The Mans       
Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Gabriel Clarke, John McKenna 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege 

kevin.adege@contentmediacorp.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 
Synopsis: Senna' meets 'Bullitt' in Steve McQueen: THE MAN & LE MANS; an extraordinary, moving, white-knuckle drive with 

one of the greatest movie stars of all time, and the film that almost destroyed him. 
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The Stone Roses: Made Of Stone       
Genre: Documentary 

Director:  Shane Meadows 

Status:  Completed 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 
Synopsis: In 2012 a resurrection no one thought possible took place when legendary band The Stone Roses reformed after 16 

years. With unprecedented access to previously unseen archive footage, Made Of Stone is a revealing journey through the life of one of 

the most revered and influential bands in British music history. Acclaimed filmmaker Shane Meadows brings his unique directorial style, 

humour and emotional depth to the film, capturing the band at work and in their everyday lives as they rehearsed for their much-

anticipated reunion, which culminated in three triumphant homecoming gigs at Manchester's Heaton Park in front of 220,000 adoring 

fans. Incorporating never-seen-before material spanning the band's musical history, the personal experiences of many of those 

touched by the band and their music, and unparalleled access to the record-breaking sell-out concerts which took place in Summer 

2012, this is the definitive record of the definitive band of the past 25 years. 
 

Streetfighter: Assassin's Fist       
Cast: Igawa, Joey Ansah, Mike Moh,  Togo, 

Genre: Martial arts 

Director:  Joey Ansah 

Status:  Post-Production 

TContent Media Corp 
Kevin Adege 

kevin.adege@contentmediacorp.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500 

Synopsis: STREETFIGHTER: ASSASSIN'S FIST is the live-action feature based on Capcom's worldwide blockbuster video game 

franchise Street Fighter (25 million gamers worldwide). 
 

Swung       
Cast: Elena Anaya, Owen McDonnell, Elizabeth McGovern 

Genre: Drama 

Director:  Colin Kennedy 

Status:  Post-Production 

TThe Works Int'l 
Edrianne Wenger 

edrianne.wenger@theworksfilmgroup.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7612 1080 

Synopsis: A Sigma Films production (Citadel, Hallam Foe, Red Road) based on the bestselling novel by award-winning author 

Ewan Morrison. SWUNG is a graphic, touching and funny drama that delves deep into the secret underside of a very modern 

relationship taken to its emotional and sexual limits. 
 

Tiger House       
Cast: Kaya Scodelario, Tom Cullen, Dougray Scott, 

Genre: Thriller 

Director:  Thomas Daily 

Status:  Production 

TAltitude Film Sales 
Vicki Brown 

vickibrown@altitudefilmsales.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612 

Synopsis: One fateful night, troubled teenager Kelly sneaks into her boyfriend Mark's house to deliver some sobering news: 

she's pregnant. With the skills she's learnt as a gymnast, Kelly deftly creeps across the garden and clambers up the drainpipes without 

waking his disapproving parents. But tonight, she's not the only unwelcome visitor: an armed gang breaks in. Mark's father Doug 

manages a bank and the gang plan on using Doug's help to carry out a daring heist using his captive family as leverage. Their plan 

quickly unravels when during the ensuing struggle, the gang's leader Shane gets injured and is left on Mark's bed fading in and out of 

consciousness. Unbeknownst to the intruders, a terrified and vulnerable Kelly is only inches away under the very same bed. From her 

cramped hiding position, Kelly overhears everything and now knows too much, putting her life in terrible danger if she's ever 

discovered. But she can't hide forever. As tensions escalate, Shane's psychopath of a brother Callum plans to burn down the house to 

destroy any DNA evidence. Now Kelly must draw on all her reserves of strength and her skills of dexterity to escape. As the situation 

spirals out of control, the suburban house becomes a terrifying arena for violence. Faced with no alternative she must turn and fight 

back. 
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Tomorrow       
Genre: Science-fiction 

Director:  Tristan Cornelius Versluis 

Status:  Pre-Production 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +44 7804 632 

427 

fumie@scfilmsinternational.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 
Synopsis: The Aliens are coming, today, tomorrow, soon..... Aliens have inhabited a number of planets over the centuries and 

settled on Earth before Man arrived. They now dwell in our Oceans, out of sight but keeping an eye on Mankind. Abbi Hill claims that 

she has been abducted by aliens. She saw bright lights, a space ship and has memories of an operating table and seeing aliens. 

Everyone else believes Abbi is an attention seeker and highly strung. After accidentally causing the death of her best friend in a car 

accident, Abbi is released from prison on good behaviour. Re-united with her six year old daughter and ex boyfriend Scott, Abbi is 

abducted once again. What do the aliens want with Abbi? Does Abbi hold the key to the future of Mankind? Special Agent Shepherd 

certainly believes Abbi is "special"  and holds super powers. She is captured (along with her family) and imprisoned in a new high tech 

facility. The Earth is on the brink of environmental catastrophe and the Government is also seeing increased UFO activity. Is the Planet 

about to destruct? Are the aliens getting ready to invade? An ARK has been constructed for the lucky few to escape to a new Planet. 

Can Abbi save the Earth from an alien invasion or is it too late? Sci-fi action adventure from FX director Tristan Cornelius Versluis (FX for 

"Game of Thrones"). 
 

What We Did On Our Holiday       
Cast: Billy Connolly, David Tennant, Rosamund Pike 

Genre: Comedy 

Director:  Guy Jenkin, Andy Hamilton 

Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Sarah Lebutsch +44 7917 843 547 

sarahl@independentfilmcompany.com 

Market Office: UK FILM Centre - 1D-A13 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734 

Synopsis: Doug and Abi are two normal parents with three charming but highly eccentric children. When the strain of parental 

life threatens their sanity and marriage, they decide to take their kids on a trip to Scotland for a big family gathering and to see Doug's 

incomparably kooky father Gordie. However what promised to be a holiday of reconciliation soon turns into an hilarious social 

minefield as feuds, misunderstandings and bruised egos become the order of the day. When the children cause a completely 

unexpected turn of events, the family are forced to put aside their differences and work together or else risk losing what they hold 

most dear. 
 
 
 

Produced by 

 

Although great efforts have been made to present correct and up-to-date details, no warranty is made 
regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information in this listing. 
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Where completed, films are less than one year old (not seen at or before Filmart 2013). 
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